Annual Conference Evaluation
Monday, June 19, 2017
7:00 a.m. - 8:15 a.m.
The Power of Play
Presenter: Roger Haskett
Number of attendees:

165
139

Number of evaluations tabulated::

This session:
Your Average

Item Rated

All sessions:
Overall Average

Note: a rating of 3.8 or better is acceptable.

Roger Haskett

Content presented matched the session description in the conference program

4.8613

4.4151

4.7910

4.3797

Rating Scale: 5 = Excellent; 4 = Very Good; 3 = Good; 2 = Fair; 1 = Poor. A 5.0000 rating is the highest rating.

Item Rated
Which was the most important
element that impacted your decision
to attend this session?

This session:

All sessions:

The speaker himself or herself:

13%

4%

The organization or company
the speaker represents:

0%

2%

The topic covered in the session:

87%

94%

Yes:

5%

6%

No:

95%

94%

Did you think the speaker was selling his or her services
or products from the platform?
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High energy! Very motivating. Excellent session!
Great energy- very interesting.
He was energetic and I came across two great points. Which will assist me in my professional but most importantly
my personal life. Thank you!
Very engaging!
Great speaker, great content
Great connection with the attendees/making the space interactive.
Very engaging and easy to soak in.
Great session to start the day!
Fantastic! A great way to start the day! I can't wait to get back and implement some fun in my days! Thank you!
Outstanding!
Engaging morning session.
Thank you!
I have no words except to say INCREDIBLE. Encountered positive networking for the first time. Thank you!
Very excited to take this back to the office. Perfect way to start the day!
Great energy. Session was so fun!
Great session! We've been introducing play into our culture in our company. Our CEO/President is the driver of this
and it was a component of why he hired me. We're reading essentialism and there is a chapter on play. This is great
with those. Love the topic. Great presenter. Articulate, knowledgeable, kept us engaged. Have him back for sure.
Amazing first session! Perfect speaker to have first thing! 10/10
Great speaker/motivator. He really enjoys his job.
One of the best sessions I've attended.
Loved this one!
An amazing workshop on the value of play for both individuals and organizations. Bravo session!
Very engaging. Great energy! Would have loved more ideas on how to use play at work.
Loved it!
Excellent session.
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Engaging and energetic. Data-based presentation that was fun.
Really energized speaker. Interesting way to learn about this topic. Should give us more ways to put this approach in
practice.
Very good presentation, especially for the morning.
Amazing: Great speaker doing the activities especially the questions to go over the content. Super smart.
He is awesome. Great speaker with relevant info specific to my role.
He gave great examples on hot to incorporate play into work. I work with warehouse and drivers. They need fun.
This presentation was a great way to start out the SHRM conference. I think it would be a great way for everyone to
attend.
Engaging/different/relevant/great way to kick-off a day of long seminars.
Perfect way to start the day.
Content to highly relevant, speakers delivery is both engaging and insightful.
Wonderful way to start the conference.
Loved Shawn Achor connection. Power of play= R01, demonstrate to stakeholders, was great.
Fantastic and engaging.
Great session for 7am!
Excellent- very dynamic.
Great session for early morning!
Very interactive, fun.
Excellent presentation and data. Relevant to brooding, onboarding and training and even life!
He is so engaging it's impossible to leave the session without learning something useful to take into your organization.
Interactive, playful session. Energetic, knowledgeable speaker. Well worth attending at 7am!
Great 7am session. Gets me thinking of how to incorporate "play" into some training I am getting ready to develop.
And how to bring it into everyday office environment.
The content was thought provoking but more application to work scenarios would be helpful versus just theory of fun.
Bring him back! Very energizing, engaging, impressionable. Easy leave behinds to remember and utilize going
forward.
Very engaging and made it a fun morning.
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Great- super engaging and refreshing points!
Definitely not what I wanted.
Thank you for kicking off the first full day in a playful way! Set the tone for the day! Appreciate the interactivity!
Excellent session! Speaker fully engaged the room. Super fun!!
First conference, first concurrent session. What a great experience to kickoff! Thoroughly enjoyed. I also liked the
polling interactivity.
Great way to start the conference- loved it!
Wonderful start to day. High energy!
Great 7am session! Roger is an engaging speaker. Lots of fun and powerful message. Thank you!
Very interesting; had good key points. Kept everyone's attention.
As promised, a very fun session! Great info. Helpful with attitude especially.
Very good. High energy, engaging. Gave me ideas to use. Very helpful.
Amazing! Great speaker and got us up and playing at 7am on a Monday! You don’t know me but that’s almost
impossible Awesome!
Awesome energy for 7am!
Great take aways. Thank you so much!
High energy, very knowledgeable on topic.
It wasn't what I expected but loved it!
Excellent balance of play and info. Thank you! I'm looking forward to increasing the play I incorporate into my work
and parenting.
Very engaging! Great information, highly motivational. Energizing and Fun!
Great content! Great energy!
Truly amazing. I will implement this.
Incredibly energetic.
Very energetic. . . I didn't yawn once.
Speaker was very well prepared and an expert of the series topic. Slides were outstanding. Most importantly the
speaker stressed in class preparation to get everyone involved. Class was very energetic. Loved the class.
Great start to conference.
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Excellent session. Please load slides.
Such a great presentation. The ROI of play. Be intentional.
Great energy for a 7am session, very engaging and useful content.
I would have liked to have more info that I can take home and apply. Examples of what you can do. An action item of
some sort.
Incredibly engaging presentation! Thoughts, recommendations, very relevant and applicable to my business. I's
highly recommend including him in future conferences.
So engaging. Great content.
Really, it wasn't so much the speaker as the fact that he actually demonstrated to us this subject. We played! It was
fun! I learned some great stuff! Thank you!!!
This session was a lot of fun and I feel like I learned a lot!
Great session! Looking forward to getting more material specifics to put into use at my organization.
Great presenter. What an exciting way to kick off the day!
Excellent. Created and increased energy. Engaging.
Walked the walk. Wonderful!
Supercharged speaker who was fun and effective. Enjoyed the group work. Not much info on how to tie in at work.
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